
It’s no secret that the rapid acceleration of digitization in fixed income trading, data, and investments has propelled  

yield-driven investing forward. 

And as portfolio insights and personalization are quickly becoming must-have capabilities in today's financial services 

landscape, advisors are looking for ways to optimize their positions all while benefiting from institutional-grade quant 

technology and analytics.

Optimize Portfolios with Actionable Trade Enhancements
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YieldX’s optimization technology provides advisors with analytics and actionable trade ideas across over two million fixed 

income securities. Data following into Addepar includes yield, risk, ESG scores, expense ratios, rich-cheap analysis, beta, 

correlation and more.

Optimize for Yield, Risk and Expense

Advisors can tailor portfolios from Addepar to account for specific client goals around income, yield, or risk. YieldX will 

suggest actionable trades based on liquidity analysis in the market.

Customized Solutions

Seamlessly upload portfolios from Addepar into the YieldX environment based on advisor or group-level permissions. By 

searching via account ID or name, advisors can pull all relevant fixed income, equity and cash positions directly into the 

Optimizer.

Integrated Analytics

Introducing YieldX® + Addepar

Key Features

Analyze entire portfolios across 

yield, risk, duration, correlations, 

beta, ESG, scenario analysis and 

cash flows with direct access to 

YieldX Optimizer.

Portfolio Analytics Single Sign On (SSO)

Easily search and pull portfolios  

from Addepar within the  

YieldX user interface based on 

permission groups or accounts.

Load all fixed income/equity and 

cash positions from Addepar  

into the Optimizer without files, 

templates or manual effort.

Portfolio Position Upload



Contact Us at  to get started today.info@yieldx.app

Ready to Leverage Addepar + YieldX?

Addepar clients can take advantage of YieldX in two ways:

Addepar clients can also use YieldX exclusively for deep security and portfolio-level analytics  

on clients’ fixed income holdings.

Access Deep Analytical Expertise

Pull positions straight into the YieldX Optimizer to manage portfolios specific to client needs and demands  

while leveraging institutional-grade quant technology and analytics.

Leverage the Full Optimization Suite
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